
 

With its Smart Security Sensor, Netatmo announces its first Matter product 

and continues to simplify smart home access 

 

 

 

London UK, 10 January 2022 – The biggest tech players are focussing this year’s CES event on the new Matter 

standard. The main objective of this standard, developed jointly by more than 220 companies, is to widen the 

interoperability of smart home products, regardless of brand. Netatmo, as stakeholder in the alliance within 

the Legrand group, announces its first Matter product: a Smart Security Sensor. 

What is Matter? 

Smart home, voice assistants, applications, in a now very mainstream market, connected solutions and their 

immense variety can be a source of confusion for users. Alongside some 220 member companies of the 

Connectivity Standard Alliance, Netatmo has worked within the Legrand Group to develop a communication 

standard between connected objects. This means consumers no longer need wonder about the compatibility of 

a new connected product with those they already own. It also extends the possibilities for interaction between 

products and simplifies the use of voice assistants. 

The Matter standard is backed by IP technologies such as Wi-Fi or Thread. These protocols allow products to 

connect with each other – but to interact usefully, they must also speak the same language. Matter formalises 

this language and allows interoperability between products on the home network. The Smart Home experience 

thus becomes simpler, more reliable, and perfectly secure.  

Why Thread? 

Among the different IP technologies that support Matter, Thread is one of the IP technologies that support 

Matter. Invented by Google, and very quickly adopted by Apple, it is a highly energy-efficient technology that 

makes it possible to build meshed product networks in the home. Using a border router potentially in place for 

most users already (any Nest product, an Apple TV, HomePod mini, etc.), the network connects the different 

products around the house without hindrance caused by distance or partitions. 

The first Matter-compatible Netatmo product 

The Netatmo Smart Security Sensor is equipped with a contact sensor and an infrared motion detector. It is 
designed to improve home security and comfort equally. 

https://buildwithmatter.com/


The sensor, placed on doors and windows, detects their opening and alerts the user by smartphone. Users can 

also remotely check the “open” or “closed” status of each equipped door or window.  

The sensor also enables infrared motion detection. With Matter compatibility, it can interact with several other 

connected products and, for example, turn on the heating if the room is occupied, turn it off if it is empty, turn 

on Air Conditioning or lights when presence is detected, etc. 

With Thread and Matter compatibility, the Netatmo Smart Security Sensor can interact with all compatible 

products, regardless of brand. As a stakeholder in this standard, Netatmo continues to open up smart home 

access to as many consumers as possible.  

 

About Netatmo   

Netatmo is a leading smart home company that creates simple and smart products for a safer, more 
comfortable home.  

Since its launch in 2012, Netatmo has been committed to designing products that are: 

 
- 100% inclusive: no subscription fees or extra costs 

- 100% secure: data protection and privacy guaranteed 
- 100% upgradeable: free upgrades and features added regularly 

 

To date, Netatmo has launched 13 smart home devices and accessories. Helpful and easy to use, 
these products make everyone’s daily life easier while improving well-being at home.  

In addition to its consumer product lines, the company collaborates with key leaders of the building 
industry through its “with Netatmo” program to develop smart solutions that integrate into the home’s 

infrastructure. 

 
In 2018, Netatmo joined the Legrand Group, a global specialist in electrical and digital building 

infrastructures. 
 

Netatmo, same home, just smarter. 
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Press images here 

Link to video explanation here 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d0wtodryxeheo6c/AABs_t2L9eg1XC0ECypNFNkma?dl=0
https://youtu.be/4jbFqUP8e9w

